
Terms and Conditions 
Pre-order Offer for Windfree Air-conditioner 

 

1. These Terms and Conditions comprise an offer to Samsung customers to benefit from a pre-order and purchase request to Samsung 
Air-conditioners (the “Pre-Order’’, “Offer”) during the period from the 22 until the 31 of March 2018 (the “Validity Period”).  

 

2. This Offer is available in all of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (“KSA”) at the following Samsung authorized partners online store 
(“Stores”): Electro; or by visiting any of the stores and showrooms of United Matbouli Group.  

 

3. Upon the purchase of Samsung’s Windfree Air-conditioners of two models: AR18NVPXCWKNMG; and AR24NVPXCWKNMG (the 
“Products”, “Samsung Products”), customers may be eligible to receive a complementary free gift of Samsung Gear wrist Watch of 
the model: SMR760NDAAKSA (the “Gift”). The Gift has a limited quantity, eligible to customers on a priority of first pre-
order/purchase basis.  
 

4. A Pre-Order Confirmation receipt (the “Confirmation Receipt“) shall be provided to the customer upon full payment of the 
recommended retail price of the Product in Saudi Riyals (SAR) as advised by Samsung (the “Pre-Order Amount”). The Pre-Order 
Amount may be refundable to the customer, subject to the Store’s policy, and only if the cancellation occurred before the end of the 
offer Validity Period.  
 
 

5. The Product Delivery Period (the “Delivery Period”) shall commences from the following day of purchaser up and until the 8th of April 
2018; the actual delivery dates remain subject to the Store’s policy and operations. To collect their Gift, customers must visit the 
respective Store from where they had purchased the Product, between the dates 8th and 30th of April 2018.  
 

6. The Confirmation Receipt should be retained by the pre-ordering customer as a proof of purchase and receipt of the Product, and 
the Confirmation Receipt must be presented to the Store upon delivery and for collecting the Gift, or for refunding the Pre-Order 
Amount. Samsung and its partners shall not be liable towards its customers for any costs or damages that may incur as a result of 
the loss of the Confirmation Receipt. 
 

7. This Offer cannot be combined with any other ongoing or future Offers. Samsung is entitled, at its sole discretion and subject to any 
applicable law, to terminate or modify the Offer or to modify these Terms and Conditions at any time prior to or during the Validity 
Period. 
 

8. Samsung shall not be liable to customers for any loss and/or damages of any kind whatsoever, suffered in connection with the Offer 
or customer’s inability to avail the Discount. 
 

9. Samsung shall be entitled at its sole and absolute discretion to terminate or modify the benefits associated with the Offer or to 
modify, vary, delete or add to any of these Terms and Conditions at any time prior or during the Offer Period. 
 

10. Any dispute of whatever nature directly or indirectly related to this Offer, these Terms and Conditions, and/or the Customers’ 
participation in the Offer, shall be governed by the laws of KSA, and shall be resolved by its competent courts. 

 
 


